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On behalf of SATRO, I am very pleased to be able 
to present our annual Impact Report, for the 
academic year ending August 2018. 

With 2018 being designated the Year of Engineering, it 
provided the ideal backdrop for SATRO to continue working 
with schools and employers to promote and celebrate the 
learning accomplishments of local young people, in the 
world of Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) 
and equally, to motivate others to develop STEM skills 
and understand their application in relation to associated 
career paths.

This is particularly important at a time when the skills gap 
in associated industries continues to grow and employers 
are struggling to recruit future talent. To help us achieve 
this, we are appreciative of the continued commitment of 
all our supporters. These include our loyal and hardworking 
volunteers who not only give up their time to deliver projects, 
but provide the benefit of their experience, to inspire the 
young people we work with. It’s important that we also 
acknowledge our generous funders, many of whom develop 
meaningful and impactful Corporate Social Responsibility 
(CSR) programmes, through their work with SATRO. 

This year, through our supporters, we have been fortunate 
to receive help with the development of some of our 
programmes, helping to ensure they are current and illustrate 
the skills that employers seek. This exciting programme of 
modernisation and innovation will set the tone for the next 
year ahead. Alongside this, we have already witnessed some 
changes underway to the education curriculum and have been 
busy taking steps to ensure that we keep our programmes 
relevant and of value to schools and students of all learning 
abilities.

So, on behalf of our dedicated team, I would like to say a huge 
thank you to everyone who has helped us make a difference 
with young people and raise STEM attainment in school and 
beyond, during the last year.

Dawn Ray, SATRO CEO

“SATRO 

continues to 

deliver great events. Our 

programmes touch thousands 

of children encouraging STEM 

education and careers which is of the 

greatest importance for the UK. We have 

improved the management of the charity 

with stronger financial management 

tools, customer management and IT 

giving us greater effectiveness in 

everything we do.”

– Howard Railton, 

SATRO Chairman

CEO’s Letter
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Income for the 17-month period to August totalled £908,883 
(2017 (12 months): £570,564), which shows an increase in activity over 
the previous year. Income from schools and colleges amounting to 
£289,629 which at 32% represents a smaller proportion of total income 
compared with the previous year (39%) as a consequence of educational 
budgets being squeezed. Donations from Charitable Trusts, companies 
and individuals has shown a significant increase and we are most grateful 
to all our donors.

Other income of £34,485 (2017 (12 months) £41,656) includes charges 
for services such as Mentoring and the Enterprise Advisors programme. 
In 2017 this included charges for start up costs. 

Total expenditure was £861,261 (2017 (12 months): £527,411 ). This 
represents an increase and expansion of activities over the course of the 
year, including an expansion of the mobiles programme and provision of 
more STEM activities. 

Overall income exceeded expenditure by £47,622 of which £3,928 
relates to unrestricted funds and £43,694 is an increase in restricted 
funds. Total unrestricted reserves stand at £152,989 and £122,918 in 
restricted reserves at the year end. 

£908,833
total income

Increase
in donations

£30,000
allocated investment fund

Increase
in activity over the year

£861,261
total expenditure

£122,918

restricted 

reserves

39
%

38
%

19
%

5%
1%

Charitable Trusts

Companies & Individuals

Public Sector

Bursaries

Schools & Colleges

90
%

7%
2%

Fundraising

Governance

Charitable Ac�vi�es

1% Bursaries

Good Governance
During the FY 2017/18, the board of Trustees took the decision to realign our financial year with the 
academic year, to better reflect how SATRO operates. These figures reflect the extended FY that 
resulted, from April 2017 to August 2018.

Where our income came from: How our income was spent:
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Support Network:
employers, funders, volunteers, 

Enterprise Advisors

What We Do & Why
SATRO is an educational charity and social enterprise which has been working with young people from 
ages 6 to 19 in Surrey and the South East since 1984. These students may be SEND, disengaged or at risk 
of becoming so.

SATRO inspires and engages young people in Science, 
Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM), both in terms 
of subject choices and the career paths they lead onto. Our 
programmes support schools in their curriculum delivery. 

We achieve all this by bringing together schools, employers 
and their staff, on a one to one basis, at classroom or school 
level, in regional challenges and large-scale events.

 By 2022 there will be a 

shortfall of 
40,000 technicians 
and operators
in chemical, pharmaceutical 
and energy industries.

 One in five  
21 year‑olds
will need to enter engineering 
to meet demand.

The UK ranks in the

bottom five for 
gender equality
in science globally, just above 
Colombia and alongside Costa Rica. 
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Outcomes:
life & employability skills, motivation, 

self-esteem, communication skills, 
behaviour, team work, problem-solving

Primary:
classroom-based activities: 

inspirational, 
challenging

Secondary:
classroom-based activities: 
qualifications, challenges, 

mentoring, research, 
TeenTech

Engagement:
schools & colleges, 

mainstream, SEND, PRU

Young Person
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Get Involved
We need your support to continue to run our valuable programmes and events. Tailored to your needs, 
here are the ways you can help and the difference your donation will make:

In today’s world, CSR programmes are more 
likely to be viewed by organisations as an 
opportunity to strengthen their businesses 
as well as delivering benefits to society. 

We partner with many organisations to 
help deliver their CSR objectives, through 
our shared interest. For these organisations 
we provide measurable outcomes, direct 
access to a future talent pipeline and the 
opportunity to promote their industry and 
the work opportunities therein.

Meet your CSR 
requirements

Fundraise
Organise or participate in a fundraising event on our behalf.

Donate
Make a one-off or 

regular donation, 

or donate via 

Payroll Giving.

Sponsor

Become a company 

sponsor for an event or 

programme of activities. 

Volunteer
Become a SATRO 

Volunteer to share your real-life experiences with 
young people.

Donate online at www.satro.org.uk 
or text SATR11 to 70070 
contactus@satro.org.uk for more info.

Your donations & sponsorship could help fund:

1. New equipment, such as drills or 
blow torches, which are used by our 
Mobile Classrooms to help teach 
work-related skills to disadvantaged 
young people.

2. Travel expenses for a Year 12 
student who is academically gifted 
but economically deprived, to enable 
them to take part in a four-week 
Extended Work Placement to inspire 
and encourage them to continue 
their studies in STEM at university.

3. A Year 8 Construction Challenge 
event inspiring up to 64 young 
people about engineering and 
construction.

4. One heat of the Problem Solving 
Challenge.

5. The cost of a one-year mentoring 
programme for 15-20 students 
who are failing to reach their full 
potential.

6. Our STEMX programme which 
provides a range of activities to 
raise student awareness of career 
possibilities in STEM. It also provides 
volunteering and branding 
opportunities. 
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STEMX Challenges &  
One Day Events

5,152
students

engaged 

“ I have always liked Science and this rock workshop has really brought it to life.” 

–  Student in attendance at a Rocks and Soils Workshop 

“ Thank you SATRO for organising these workshops. My daughter couldn’t stop talking about 
the Lego Programming. Great way to get children interested in STEM.”

–  Parent comment in relation to our Lego WeDo Workshop 

“ We are really pleased to be able to support the Year 8 Construction Challenge which makes 
STEM-related subjects fun and exciting. It’s a great way to turn youngsters onto careers such 
as construction, engineering and architecture.”

– Ollie Chun, Beard Construction 

What people have 
to say about us:

 During the academic 
year of 2017/18:

What are the SATRO STEMX Challenges?

The SATRO STEMX Challenges are a range of inter-school competitions 
that provide students in secondary schools the opportunity to develop 
team building, time management and problem solving skills. The 
Challenges allow students to better understand the varied career 
options within STEM and the fun and interesting aspects of STEM.

What are the One Day events?

In addition to the challenges, SATRO offers One Day events to both 
primary and secondary schools where they can book STEM events at a 
time convenient for them and that fits into their curriculum. The activities 
are tailored for each year group, supported by enthusiastic volunteers 
with professional backgrounds coordinated by a SATRO Associate.
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58
 events
(24 primary and 
34 secondary)

supported by

258
volunteers

who 
provided

1,211
hours
of their time
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“ Our students are identified as being high 
risk of NEET (not in employment, education 
or training) and often arrive with low self-
esteem, poor relationships with adults and 
a history of failure in education. For us to 
be able to change this, we’re working with 
providers like SATRO which allows our 
students to experience working with adults 
in a positive, supportive environment whilst 
achieving a relevant qualification.” 

 – Head Teacher of students who participate 
in the SATRO Mobile Classroom

SATRO Mobile Classroom
SATRO owns and manages a fleet of mobile classrooms that deliver training and qualifications 
in Construction skills to mainstream and SEND students. 

During the

academic year 
2017/18
the SATRO fleet of 

6 Mobile Classrooms delivered:

and

3,192 
hours
of exceptional 

vocational 
training

42
teaching 

sessions each 
week 

across

29
partner 
schools 

“I really hope other students have the chance to do this course as it was so enjoyable and interesting.”
– Mobile Classroom Student
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SATRO Mentoring Programme
Using trained volunteers from the business community, our highly regarded programme helps students 
to seek impartial advice, re-engage with education, grow in confidence and realise their full potential.

 What do Mentors cover during their 
fortnightly sessions? 

“ This scheme is so good at motivating students 
during their academic years which are so 
important. Some students just fall below the 
radar and aren’t either given the opportunities 
to perform to their best or aren’t given that 
extra push for whatever reason or personal 
circumstance. It’s so amazing to see the 
transition from them being an individual that 
needs a bit of help to someone that takes 
responsibility for their future and wants to 
do well to achieve their goals. I wish I had a 
mentor during this difficult time of my life as 
I may have been able to kick-start my career. 
Please continue to do what you’re doing.” 

– Liz Atkins, Mentor – JUST UK

57%
CV writing

83%
time management

49%
teamwork

72% 
prioritising work 

81%
managing deadlines

55%
presentation skills

During 

the academic 

year 2017/18, 

SATRO provided over

120 young people

 with 1:1 mentoring.

“The scheme is really good, it has helped me to boost my confidence and build up the ability to revise on my own without it being a drag. Overall I do not think there is a need to improve the scheme.”
– Mentee, Oxted School
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SATRO Annual Events
Every year we have been able to recognise the achievement of young people in STEM learning and 
those organisations that help make this possible, through various significant annual events.

SATRO Awards

The SATRO Awards celebrate and publicise the huge wealth 
of STEM skills in the region and encourage young people to 
make the most of the many opportunities that exist in the 
South East of England. The Awards are a unique opportunity 
to highlight the work SATRO is involved in and celebrate the 
achievement of local STEM organisations, schools/colleges 
and young people engaged in STEM.

We held a highly successful event in 2018 at the Living Planet 
Centre in Woking. It was attended by over 100 STEM students 
and apprentices, employers and parents as well as The Lord 
Lieutenant of Surrey and The High Sheriff of Surrey. 

Work Placement Students

Every summer we place high achieving A level students with 
employers or higher eduction establishments, to undertake 

“ A huge thank you for funding me for this four 
week placement. Not only has it helped me 
solidify my decision to pursue science but also, 
it has allowed me to gain invaluable insight 
into research. This has definitely pushed me 
to apply to competitive universities to display 
my potential. Coming from a disadvantaged 
background, this opportunity was surely 
a significant stepping stone to my career in 
the future. Thank you so much for making 
such a huge difference in my education and 
my future.”

 – Extended Work Placement Bursary Student

a research work placement over 3 to 4 weeks of the holidays. 
The outcomes are consistently outstanding. In 2018, 18 high 
calibre research studies provided these young people with an 
insight into the opportunities their future could present and 
astound their hosts with the future talent that is emerging.

TeenTech Surrey

TeenTech Surrey is an initiative, in conjunction with TeenTech 
CIC, that inspires Year 8 students to consider careers in 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths.

SATRO delivered TeenTech Surrey for the sixth year in 2017 
at the Surrey Sports Park. The event involved 320 students 
from 32 schools from across Surrey and its borders.

33 STEM companies brought cutting-edge technology 
to enthuse young people about how they can engage 
in STEM careers.
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“I wanted the opportunity to contribute to the community and what better way is there than helping kids 
achieve their full potential. I am grateful 

to SATRO for the platform to enable me to 
do this. They organise everything and all I 

have to do is turn up and do my thing. As a 
firm believer that “Knowledge is King” I get 
a tremendous buzz from interacting with 
a child who is willing to listen and eager to learn.” 

– Jude Edwardes, SATRO Volunteer

Volunteers
SATRO is able to inspire and enthuse young people through its programmes because of the passion 
and commitment of its volunteers.

In 2018, our volunteers donated 3,644 hours of their time, to help deliver our 
one day events and cross-school challenges. Our volunteers come from a wide 
variety of industries, backgrounds and sectors, all sharing their enthusiasm for 
subjects by being real-life examples and role models. 

The dedication of our volunteers is invaluable in providing young people 
a glimpse into the world of work via their expertise and experience. 

Some volunteers come to us as individuals who want the opportunity to give 
something back to society. Many come from companies who actively promote 
their CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) policies by working with SATRO 
to develop strong and long-lasting relationships with particular schools and 
students.

“I was apprehensive at first 

that I wouldn’t be any good at it 

but becoming a mentor was one of the 

best decisions I have made. I was unsure 

of the impact I was having in the early 

few months but the fact is, that doesn’t 

matter; I am there for my student and 

this culminated in him being awarded 

‘most improved student’.”

– Lucy Prouten, SATRO Mentor

3,644
hours volunteered 

in 2018
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Air Products
Allianz
Armourers & Braziers
Beard Construction
Cares 4 Kids
CareTech Foundation
CBSbutler
CISCO
Clothworkers’ Foundation
CMPP Youth Aspiration Fund
Community Foundation for Surrey
D M Thomas Charitable Foundation
Fluor
Give-it-Away
Guildford Borough Council
Guildford Poyle Charity
Heathrow Airport Limited
HEON
Hereford Community Foundation
Het Anton Jurgens Fonds

High Sheriff Youth Awards
JUST
KBR
KRR ProStream
Manly Trust
Mrs Smith and Mount Trust
National Lottery
Persula Foundation
Rees Jeffrey Road
Sanofi
Santander Discovery Grant
SC Johnson Wax
ShareGift
Tandridge District Council
Tesco Bags of Help
Thames Valley Housing Association
The Beatrice Laing
UNUM
Walton Charity

Additional 
Supporters:

 Our Supporters
Financial Year 2017‑2018

For further information contact: 
SATRO, Unit 23, Surrey Technology Centre, 40 Occam Road, 
Surrey Research Park, Guildford, Surrey GU2 7YG 
 
Registered Charity No. 1040572

T: 01483 688 070 
E: contactus@satro.org.uk 
W: www.satro.org.uk 
 
Designed by FdK Design Consultants 
W: www.fdk.co.uk

CP Charitable Trust

Coleman Trust


